Sex ratio and natural selection in humans: a comparative analysis of two Caucasian populations.
In the course of the last century industrialized countries have experienced significant changes in mortality rates. Since the sex ratio of a population may be considered a function of, among other factors, differential mortality in the two sexes, it is expected to correlate with changes in sex-specific mortality rates. In this paper secular changes in the sex ratio at birth and after the action of relevant components of early selection (stillbirth, mortality within the first month and within the first year of life) have been studied in the Italian and in the USA White populations. The results can be summarized as follows. (i) In the past, extra male-specific mortality appeared to reduce the relatively large values of the sex ratio observed at birth, and this held true in both populations. (ii) In more recent times, male-specific mortality has been decreasing in all age groups, and the sex ratios before and after the action of early selection now tend to identical values. Therefore, it can be envisaged that in the near future the sex ratio observed at birth will be maintained up to the reproductive age. If the reproductive value is stabilized by natural selection, as is likely, new relationships between sex ratio and selection may be expected to develop in a relatively short time.